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Agenda

 Some policy history

 Research on current policies

 Exclusion: Definition/Impact/Changes

 Research & Data!!!!

 Q/A throughout

History of Discipline Policies

 100 year history

 Safe School Study 
 While school violence decreased compared to previous 

years, school crime increased when rules were not clear 
and/or were extremely punitive. 

 Largest shift towards the need for the use of written 
policies

 National School Resource Network, and legislation
 published set of guidelines on developing effective codes of 

conduct for discipline

(Fenning & Bohanon, 2006; National Institute of Education, 1978)
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Earlier Perceptions of Discipline Policies

A positive way of providing clear 
guidelines for behavior that 

would likely result in the 
“consistent and equitable 

application of rules for all” while 
making schools safer.

(Fenning & Bohanon, 2006)

Discipline policies: Early 1990’s

 Gun Free Schools Act of 1994 (GFSA): A series of shooting 
and deaths in US schools.
 Mandated an adopted of zero tolerance weapons policies

 Reduce weapons on campus
 Reduce school violence and violence at school-sponsored 

events

 In the 1990’s- 60% of the US states broadened federal 
guidelines for zero tolerance:
 Fighting
 Drug or alcohol
 Gang activity
 Possession of narcotics
 Disrespect to authority
 Sexual harassment
 Verbal threats vandalism
 …and all other behaviors considered to disrupt the school 

environment

(Congressional Quarterly Incorporated, 2000; Skiba & Peterson, 1999)

Effects of Zero Tolerance and 
Exclusionary Discipline Policies

 Overrepresentation of students of color and students 
with disabilities receiving exclusionary discipline 
practices for minor and arbitrary behaviors unrelated to 
weapons or drugs (Skiba et al., 2000).

 Policies are theoretically unsound, empirically 
unsupported, and fall prey to several legal critiques 
(Losen, 2013; Mongan & Walker, 2012; Skiba et al., 
2000).

 Consequences for firearms should not equate to 
those for  “disrespect” as they do not have the 
same implications for safety. 
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Addressing Discipline Disparities

 Civil Rights Data Collection Surveys

Addressing Discipline Disparities

 Civil Rights Data Collection Surveys

 Dear Colleagues Letter (2014)

Addressing Discipline Disparities

 Dear Colleagues Letter (2014)
 Remove zero tolerance and exclusionary policies

 Multi-tiered behavioral frameworks

 Manage discipline equitably

 Implementing PBIS

 Restorative Practices
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PBIS and EDPs

But, how many schools/districts changed their policies?

Funding	
Personnel	
Readiness	

Policy	&	
Systems	
Alignment	

Poli cal	
Support	

Visibility	&	
Dissemina on	

LEADERSHIP	TEAM	

Professional	
Development	

Coaching	&	
Technical	
Assistance	

Evalua on	&	
Performance	
Feedback	

Content	
Exper se	

Local	Implementa on	Demonstra ons	

Systematic Review of District Discipline Policies

 Coded 147 policies 

 Hawaii, NYC, and D.C. 

coded as 1 policy each

 Checklist for Analyzing District 

Policies for Equity (CADPE)

 Adapted from Discipline 
Disproportionality Policy 

Guidebook and other policy 
checklists (Longstreth et al. 

2013, Fenning and 
Bohanon, 2006)

 7 Domains Elements and 
Early Childhood Section

 47 Questions

7 Domains
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Checklist for Analyzing Discipline Policies and 
Procedures for Equity (CADPPE)

CADPPE

 Does the policy provide 
practices for reinforcing 
prosocial and expected 
behaviors? 

Systematic Review
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 Is “zero tolerance” (i.e., 
automatic suspension 
procedures for certain 
behaviors) mentioned as 
a practice/strategy in the 
district policy? 

Systematic Review

75.51
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Question 28

 The overall percentage of 
items in place barely 
exceeded 50%. 

 The maximum percent of 
items in place for each 
element ranged from 50% to 
100%.

 The average percent of 
items in place for each item 
ranged from 0.68% to 
59.18%.

Research Question One: What common themes exist in district discipline 
policies across the 50 United States and the District of Columbia?

 Not stat. sig.; small correlations

 HOWEVER, 

 higher scores on the checklist 
are correlated with a decreased

risk ratio for exclusionary 
discipline for students without

disabilities. 

 higher scores on the checklist 
are correlated with decreased

risk ratios for exclusionary 
discipline for students with

disabilities identifying as 
Hispanic, African American, and 

Native American.

Research Question Two: What is the relationship between themes found in a 
district’s discipline policy and the risk ratio of ISS, OSS, and expulsion for 

students of color with and without disabilities ?
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Non-examples of policy statements

 Students suspended from school will receive up to a 
maximum of 50% credit for all make up work 

completed for the time they were suspended from 
school. 

 Missing an assigned detention or misbehaving 
during a detention will result in referral to the office 
for disciplinary action. Subsequent offenses will 

include in or out-of-school suspension.

 Many policies continue to use suspension for truancy 

and attendance.

Examples of policy statements should include: 

 language that is more conversational and less legal to 
ensure that it is available to everyone.

 defined district-wide expectations.

 defined prosocial behaviors.

 defined problem behaviors.

 graduated discipline policies.

 separate equity policies ensuring the use of equitable 
practices.

 instructional approaches (i.e., re-teach expectations, 
model).

 evidence-based practices (i.e., precorrection, positive 
specific feedback, reinforcement).

Examples of policy statements
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Brief timeout in the 
classroom

Sitting in the hall

Office discipline referral

ISS Expulsion

Exclusionary 
Practices:
Removing students from typical 
instruction (or social environment) 
for a period of time in response to 
unwanted student social behavior. 

Detention

Reflection rooms

Cross-class timeouts

OSS

Severity of the EP is related to 
severity of long-term 
outcomes: 
• OSS is more strongly related more to 

negative outcomes than ISS 
(Noltemeyer et al., 2015)

What Do We Know?

 Students miss:

 Academic instructional time

 Social skill building time

 Being a part of a larger learning community

 Harsh & disproportionate discipline in schools for 

non-threatening behaviors linked to:

 School failure

 Drop-out

 Substance use

 Incarceration

What Do We Know?

 Most frequently used with:
 Students of color

 7% of White students were suspended, but 11% of Hispanic/Latino 
students, 12% of American Indian students, and 23% of Black 
students were suspended (Losen et al., 2015). 

 Students with disabilities

 18% of students with disabilities were suspended. 

 One in 5 districts in the country suspended over 50% of its Black 
male students with disabilities (Losen et al., 2015). 

 Students in poverty and struggling academically

 Race remains a significant predictor, even when controlling for 
poverty (Anyon et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2011). 

 Bias in disciplinary decision persists, particularly for more 
subjective behaviors (Skiba et al., 2002; Smolkowski et al., 2015).
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ODR, Suspension, Detention 
not a “treatment intervention”

 Never rely on ODR, Suspension, or Detention 
alone to change behavior. Necessary BUT 
insufficient.

 For substantive behavior change incorporate: 

 (1) instruction on appropriate behavior, 

 (2) on-going acknowledgement of appropriate 
behavior.

 (3) an instructional response to unwanted 
behaviors, focused on teaching and 
reconnecting

BECAUSE YOU CAN’T 
PUNISH SKILLS INTO A 

KID

Classroom 
Component

Restorative and 
Instructional 
Component

Team Component

• Strong classroom management and 
routines: logical responses to prob behavior

• Focus on building relationships
• Buddy classrooms/break system
• Instructional time is held sacred SW
• Engage in reconnection conversations

• Triage process
• Empathy and listening
• Skill building and behavior instruction
• Help students own their piece
• Reconnection conversation
• All settings (office, ISS room, tier 3, etc)

• Data used for decision making
• Fidelity of implementation
• Action plan guides efforts
• Team > staff > team process

ISLA Model
Inclusive Skill-Building Learning Approach
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Preventative 
Classroom 
Management

Systematic 
Breaks and 
Out-of-Class 
Time

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with Support 
Staff

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with 
Administrator

ISLA Team Guides Implementation: 

Data-based decision making, Embed supports in school system 

WOW!
ISLA Relationship Building Strategies

1. Welcome students at the door

2. Own your environment: establish and teach 
routines

3. Wrap up class with intention

What is a logical
response to unwanted behavior?

 Calm and respectful

 Discreet

 Consider WHY the kid is doing this

 Focus on building skills 

 Response matches level of severity
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Preventative 
Classroom 
Management

Systematic 
Breaks and 
Out-of-Class 
Time

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with Support 
Staff

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with 
Administrator

ISLA Team Guides Implementation: 

Data-based decision making, Embed supports in school system 

Graduated Discipline

Reserve exclusionary discipline for the 
most serious behavior incidents

A system of discipline that is graduated 
ensures that less serious behavior incidents 
are met with milder responses rather than 
punitive consequences

Examples

 Re-teach of appropriate behavior

 Request change in behavior

 Invitation to self-correct

 Modify assignment

 Teacher proximity or visual prompt

 Student reflection (Think Sheet)

 Mini-conference with student

 Break in buddy classroom
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Big Deal-O-Meter

Cursing

Weapons

Minor 

Fighting
Jumping a Student

Engage All Staff in Conversations 
About Behavior & Discipline
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Preventative 
Classroom 
Management

Systematic 
Breaks and 
Out-of-Class 
Time

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with Support 
Staff

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with 
Administrator

ISLA Team Guides Implementation: 

Data-based decision making, Embed supports in school system 

Break System Critical Features

 In a classroom as close to yours as possible

 A quiet designated work space in the classroom that allows for 
sitting and working 

 All students are pre-taught that the quiet space is used for many 
things

 Student must come with work

 15 minutes max; both teachers and student help monitor time

 Re-entry process established and pre-taught

 Connect with the student, remind them of expectation, set them 
up for success

 If you need to use a Buddy Classroom 3x in 1 week, submit a 
request for support with your Behavior Team

Example Process: Systematize Breaks

 Develop system 

 team staff  team process

 Teach to all students

 Practice with students

 Implement

 Monitor & evaluate 

 Reteach/modify as needed
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Preventative 
Classroom 
Management

Systematic 
Breaks and 
Out-of-Class 
Time

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with Support 
Staff

Sent to the 
Office: ISLA 
with 
Administrator

ISLA Team Guides Implementation: 

Data-based decision making, Embed supports in school system 

Equitable supports to match 
students’ needs

ISLA

 Provide in-school instructional supports (in lieu of 
exclusion) that include:

Student debrief

Skills coaching on appropriate behaviors

Reentry plan w/ rehearsal

Transition supports w/ a reconnection 
conversation
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Student sent out of class for problem 
behavior: Teacher completes ISLA intake 
form or calls with info to alert appropriate 

person(s).

Triage: Is the behavior a 
safety concern?

Yes

Administrator Response 
(examples): Admin does ISLA 
debrief, reentry plan w/ CICO, 

reconnection conversation AND 
card, parent meeting, behavior 

contract, safety plan, etc

No

Is the student calm, 
cooperative, and/or wanting 

to go back to class?

Yes

ISLA: 1)Debrief, 2) Rehearsal of appropriate 
responses, 3) reentry plan with rehearsal, 4) 
Transition back to class with a reconnection 

conversation AND card filled out and placed in 
teacher’s mailbox

Transition supports back to 
class: Call to teacher before 
transition, assist the student 

with the Reconnection 
Conversation, teacher 

welcomes student back

No

Ask the student if they would 
prefer to do ISLA with you or the 

Admin

Administrator Response 
(examples): Admin does ISLA 
debrief, reentry plan w/ CICO, 

reconnection conversation AND 
card, parent meeting, behavior 

contract, safety plan, etc

Transition supports back to class: 
Call to teacher before transition, 

assist the student with the 
Reconnection Conversation, 

teacher welcomes student back

Triage Process

Step 1: Debrief

1. Tell me what happened. Start from the beginning. What 
was going on in class?

2. What did you do? What did others do?

3. What did you want or need in that situation?

4. How did that work for you? How do you think it worked 
for the other people in class?

5. If that’s what you needed, what’s another way we can 
get what you need in this class?

6. What could the teacher do to help you in these 
situations?

Step 2: Behavioral Skills Coaching

Skills Coaching Process

1. Identify the appropriate skill

2. Teach and model

3. Practice with guided support

4. Performance feedback

5. Communication with staff members
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Step 3: Reconnection Conversation

 Two Forms

In person

In card form to teacher’s mailbox or to 
teacher

 Double dose of a positive interaction
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When Students Return to You

 Allow the student to engage in the reconnection 
conversation with you. 

 If they do this, allow them back into the classroom 

without punishment, retribution, or a grudge. 

 Allow the student to rejoin the class activity without 

a further conversation about it; trust that the point 
has been driven home.

Reconnection Conversation:
Teacher Responses

 Thank you, (name)!

 I appreciate your 
apology.

 Sounds great! Let’s get 
back to work.

 Tomorrow is a fresh 
start.

 Your honesty means a 
lot.

 Glad to have you join us.

 Welcome back. We are 
working on ______.

 Thanks for letting me 
know that. I will do my 
part to support you.

ISLA Pilot Study
Nese et al. (in press)

 1 Year pilot in 2 MS with high levels of exclusion

 Training for Teachers:
 PBIS in the classroom

 System for responding to behaviors

 When/why/how to send a student out

 Training for Paras:
 Triage process for students sent to the office

 Behavioral and academic supports for students

 Reconnection process for getting students back to class

 Training for Admin:
 Clarifying triage process

 How to handle major ODRs

 How to process OSS when returning to school
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School #1: Referral Rate

School #1: Exclusion Rate

Minutes of Lost Instruction
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Feedback from Teachers

ISLA Grant

Year 1: Formative 
Development & 
Usability

Year 2: Feasibility & 
Fidelity Study

Year 3: Pilot Study

• Design Team

• 2 middle schools

• Model, systems, materials 

and measures tried out by 

some staff members

• Design Team

• Same 2 middle schools

• 2 additional middle schools

• ISLA rolled out school-wide

• UO Research Team 

works with 4 new 

middle schools for 

pilot study

The research reported here was supported by the Institute of Education Sciences, U.S. Department of 

Education, through Grant R305A180006 to University of Oregon. The opinions expressed are those of the 

authors and do not represent views of the Institute or the U.S. Department of Education.

Year 1: Sample

 2 middle schools in the PNW (6th – 8th)

 Monthly meetings with ISLA team

 Research staff provided coaching and technical 
assistance

 Bi-monthly meetings with Design Team

 Student Focus Groups:
 Representative sample of students  

 School A: 12 students 

 School B: 11 students

Staff Survey (PIRS): 53 respondents
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Year 1: PIRS Participants

Staff Feedback (PIRS)

Do you think that you and your students’ participation in the ISLA model 
will cause your students’ performance to change? If so, how?

“I think our taking part in the ISLA model has made our student's performance 
change because even though we have always worked through issues verbally with 
the student, we are now asking them to reconnect with the teacher and take 
responsibility for their actions with the staff member.”

“Yes, I think students will feel more connected to their teacher and classmates. 
They will have a better understanding of what is going on in the class. Students 
will also stop using behavior to exit the room, knowing that this no longer works 
as a way to avoid academic assignments.”

“I do think it can make our students behavior change. We have had at least two 
break through issues that came from filling out the reconnection card. However, 
we have to work through different issues with the same student on other 
occasions. The communication between the teacher and the student improved 
with this system.”

Staff Feedback (PIRS)

What do you feel is most beneficial about the ISLA model? 
What is the least beneficial part?

“ISLA appears to take students' voices into account and help them be heard by 

school staff. This then allows for staff and students to communicate and 
understand each other. The least beneficial part is the possibility that students will 

believe that these conversations, etc. are not genuine and are just part of the 
process.”

The most beneficial is the communication with the student and them taking the 

time to work through the process. Them taking the time to reconnect with the 
staff member. To really think about what has happened. I don't really find 

anything not beneficial, however sometimes filling out the form is hard to get to, 
so it is not something that is always able to be accomplished. Also, students don't 

take that part as seriously as they should with the written answer.
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Student Focus Groups

For students who are sent out of class, what are some of the 
things that make it difficult for them to either come back to 
class or want to come back to class? 

“Some teachers send them down (to the front office) for the rest of the 
class period – and I feel like when they do that it just makes it hard for the 
student because of the work that they missed… homework. Sending them 
out then bringing them back right away makes it 10 times better.”

“Teachers that talk kids through it because I think it is better for them 
instead of keeping them out of class.”    

“Or just be nice when they come back. Sometimes they have an attitude 
when you do come back.” 

Student Focus Groups

What strategies would be helpful in repairing the relationships 
between students and their teachers? 

“When teachers admit they make mistakes that just calms you… you are not 
alone. Because one of my teachers she’ll make a mistake and she’ll just get 
mad at the kids for her making the mistake and teacher won’t ever admit (she 
was wrong).”

“Teachers that listen to you. One of my teachers teacher was yelling at me and 
I tried telling her what happened and teacher kept interrupting and wouldn’t 
let me talk. I got more and more mad so I kept yelling at her and it just got all 
bad. And it was in front of the entire class too.”

“When I get in trouble or something and I talk to them about it… they 
check up on you. Usually it is better when there is not a bunch of kids in 
the class, it’s one-on-one with the teacher.” 

To Sum It Up…

 Exclusion alone does not correct unwanted behaviors

 Building a system focused on teaching and 
reinforcing appropriate behaviors does

 Teachers and students benefit from a system that 
maximizes the amount of time students spend in 

class while providing them instruction when they are 
sent out
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Contact Information:
Rhonda: rnese@uoregon.edu
Danielle: dht@uoregon.edu

Ambra: ambra.green@uta.edu
Thank You!

For more information, visit:
conference.apbs.org

Miami, FL
Hyatt Regency Miami
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